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SUMMARY 

The batch fermentation of whey permeate to lactic acid was improved by supplementing the broth with 
enzyme-hydrolyzed whey protein. A mathematical model based on laboratory results predicts to a 99% 
confidence limit the kinetics of this fermentation. Cell growth, acid production and protein and sugar use rates 
are defined in quantifiable terms related to the state of cell metabolism. The model shows that the constants of 
the Leudeking-Piret model are not true constants, but must vary with the medium composition, and especially 
the peptide average molecular weight. The kinetic mechanism on which the model is based also is presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Lactic acid may be produced by batch fermenta- 
tion of whey permeate; however, acid production 
rates of existing princesses are low. Fermentation 
rates have been improved markedly by supplement- 
ing the broth with enzyme-hydrolyzed whey protein 
[4,5]. It was the purpose of this work to develop a 
mathematical model to correlate the effects of whey 
protein hydrolyzate average molecular weight and 
concentration on the fermentation kinetics. 
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The semi-empirical model describing the fermen- 
tation kinetics was developed in much the same way 
as are enzyme rate equations. Similar rough struc- 
tural approaches have been used successfully to de- 
velop 'structured' models for other fermentations 
[1,2,9,10]. 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Cell growth 
The proposed, simplified mechanism assumes 

that substrate (lactose) and protein combine inde- 
pendently with free cells, X, to form equilibrium 
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complexes X.S and X.PR. Substrate then combines 
independently with X.PR and protein combines in- 
dependently with X.S to form the 'active equilib- 
rium complex', X.S.PR, which yields cells and lactic 
acid: 

S + X ~ X , S  

Kp~ 

PR + X . ~ X .  PR 

Kp, 

X . S +  P R ~ X - S P R  

X - P R  + S = X . S . P R - +  X + LA 

where PR is the amount of u s a b l e  protein. Note that 
not all the protein in the broth is usable (see Ref. 
4 for experimental support). Obviously, each of the 
steps represents a consolidation of many individual 
steps in various metabolic pathways. 

The equilibrium expressions are: 

[s] ix] 
& - O) 

ix. s] 

[PR] [X] 
Kpr -- (2) 

[ X  �9 PR] 

The material balance for cell mass is: 

Air = [XI + [ X - S ]  + [ X . P R ]  + [ X . S - P R ]  (3) 

where XT is the total cell mass. 
The rate of cell production, rx, is: 

r~ = ( d X T / d t )  = k [X.  S .  PR] (4) 

Combining equations (1) through (4); 

~max ([PRI/Kp0 
rx = rr  (5) 

I + ([PRI/Kp~) + ([PRI/Kp~) (Kj[S]) + (Kj[S]) 

During cell growth IS] > Ks [4] so equation (5) 
simplifies to: 

]gmax [PR] 
G - - -  X T  ( 6 )  

[PR] + Kpr 

At this point the model does not account for lactic 
acid (LA) inhibition which is known to occur. One 
could expand the model to include the inhibition 
effect by adding additional simple mechanisms such 
as  

X + L A ~ X .  LA 
X . L A  + S ~ X . L A . S  
X . L A  + P R ~ X . L A . P R  
X . L A  + L A . ~ L A - X . L A  

etc., but these do not lead to models which fit 
published data [3]. Therefore, it was decided that for 
now the inhibition effect would be incorporated 
empirically as: 

,Umax[PR] 
~ = x, (7) 

[PR] + Kp*f(LA) 

therefore, 

prnax[ PR] 
= (8) 

[PR] + Kpr*f(LA ) 

The f(LA) can be determined by plotting the ex- 
perimental data in accord with a rearranged version 
of equation (8): 

[PR] [PR] f( /)  

,u #m~,~ ,Um~ 
(9) 

An example plot is presented in Fig. 1. The parabolic 
shape of the curve indicates that [9]: 

f lD = Kpr([LAI/K~ + I) 2 (lO) 

where Ki is the inhibition constant. Note that the 
corresponding plot for f(/) = [LA]/K, as proposed 
by Steiber and Gerhardt [11], is linear. Substituting 
equation (10) into equation (7): 

( dXr~ #max([PR]/Kpr) XT 
d t /  #X~= (11) [PR]/Kpr + ([LAI/K~ + 1) 2 
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Fig. 1. ([PR]/#)- ([PR]/#max) vs. lactate concentration: for the 
fermentation supplemented with 50% hydrolyzate (+); Steiber 

and Gerhard model ( ). 

Substrate consumption: growth and maintenance 
Substrate is used and acid is produced by growth 

and maintenance metabolisms. As a first approxi- 
mation, it is assumed that during growth the rate of 
substrate use for acid production via maintenance is 
small in comparison to that used for growth. 
However, as the cell approaches the resting state (# 
--, 0), the use pattern reverses. This shift in metab- 
olism can be estimated by defining the fraction of 
cell metabolism dedicated to growth as [4]: 

Fg = #/~a~ (12) 

and the fraction dedicated to maintenance metab- 
olism as: 

Fm = 1 - Fg (13) 

The general equation for lactose consumption is: 

d[S]) = (d[S]'] + (d[S]'] 

T/ to t  ~k~-Jg \ dT Jm (14) 

From equation (11): 

( dXT) #max([PRl/Kpr) XT 

~ - t J  = [PR]/Kpr + ([LA]/K~ + 1) 2 
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Then the substrate use rate for growth is: 

(d[Sl] = (XTFg) (15) o([P R]/ Kpr) 

d t / g  [PR]/Kpr + ([LA]/Kj + 1) 2 

since Fg is the fraction of cell metabolism dedicated 
to growth. 

Lactose and nitrogen (PR) are required for cell 
maintenance. Evidence of the maintenance require- 
ment is provided by Ohleyer et al. [7] who observed 
that in a steady state recycle reactor a low concentra- 
tion of nitrogen was required to maintain a constant 
biomass concentration (although the use rate is too 
low to measure). Therefore, the maintenance mech- 
anism is proposed to be: 

K' 
x + s ~ x . s  

X + p R K ~ r x  " ~  PR 

X . S  + p R K - ~ r X . S . P R  

since new cell mass is not generated. Note that Ks 
and Kpr may not equal ~ and/(pr as the cellular 
machinery for maintenance may not be the same as 
that for cell growth. Thus, using similar techniques 
as previously, the lactose use during maintenance is: 

dt / .1  = (XTFm) X 

~([PR]/~pr) ([S]/Ks) 

([PR]//(~r + [S]/K~ + ([PRI/K'vr) ([S]/K's) + /) 

where 

(16) 

I = ([LA]/Ki + 1) z (17) 

and ~ is the sp.ecific sugar use rate for maintenance. 

Acid production 
Because the acid yield during growth may not be 

the same as the yield for maintenance, the overall 
rate of acid production is defined as: 

dt /,o, = - Yg.LA/S \ d t / g  Y,LA/S \ dt /m (18) 
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where Yg,LA/S and Ym,LA/S are the yield coefficients 
for the growth and maintenance stages, respectively. 

Protein use 
In general, the rate of protein consumption may 

be defined as: 

d[PR]/ = (d[PR]) + (d[PR]~ 

~-- t / tot  \ dt /g \ dt tim 
(19) 

indicating that nitrogen is required for growth and 
cell maintenance [7]. Equation (19) is of the same 
form as (14) and can be derived from the proposed 
mechanisms as were equations (15) and (16): 

d [PRI  VI([PRI/Kp0 
- X ~ G  

dt ([PRI/Kpr + /) 

Vz([PRI/Kp,) ([Sl/K) 
XTFm ~PRl/K~r + ([PRI/K~,) ([S]/K~) + I 

(20) 

where V1 and V2 are the specific use rates. The 
experimental results show that the rate of protein 
use during maintenance is negligible in comparison 
to the use during growth, and cannot be measured 
accurately [4]. In addition, the protein used for 
growth and the protein used for maintenance cannot 
be distinguished readily; thus, both effects are 
lumped into Y0: 

d[PR] V([PRI/Kpr) 
- Yo XT (21)  

dt ([PRI/Kvr + /) 

and the equation is simplified by substituting (11) 
into (21): 

d[PRI _ y-1 d[X] (22) 
dt x/pr dt 

Comparison with experimental data 
An example fit of the model to smoothed lab- 

oratory data for the fermentation supplemented to 
50% with enzyme-hydrolyzed whey protein (aver- 
age molecular weight (AMW) = 700) is presented in 

Fig. 2. (Plots for all other cases are in Ref. 4.) The 
kinetic constants evaluated from the laboratory data 
for the fermentations supplemented to 0-75% with 
enzyme-hydrolyzed whey protein are given in Table 
1. The model predicts the laboratory results at 
a 99% confidence interval (based on the Z 2 distribu- 
tion) [4]. 

Comparison with the Leudeking-Piret model 
The model may be compared to Leudeking and 

Piret's mixed growth model [6]: 

d[LA] d[X] 
= e - -  + p[X] = (e/l + fi)[X l (23) 

dt dt 

or  

1 d[LA] 
- -  - ~ k t  + f l  ( 2 4 )  

[X l dt 

to show that 

a - Yg, LA/S ([PRI/Kpr) v (25) 
~max ([PRIKpr + /) 

and 

~,LA/S ~([PRI/G~) ([Sl/~) 
fl = (Vm) (26) 

([PR]/K'vr + [S]/K~ + ([PRI/K'pr) ([S]/K') + /) 

These relationships predict that c~ and fi should vary 
during a batch fermentation, which is what was 
observed at high lactic acid concentration. For 
example, a plot of (1/[X]) �9 (d[LAl/dt) versus/~ (Fig. 
3) shows that e (the slope) and fl (the intercept) vary 
at high acid concentrations. They also predict that 

and fi should be constant for a continuous, 
steady-state fermentor but should vary with changes 
in the steady-state medium composition. This has 
been observed by several investigators [3,7,8]. All 
this implies that the kinetic constants of the model 
should change with hydrolyzate AMW. The com- 
parison shown in Table 2 for AMW 700 and 1000 
hydrolyzates shows this to be true. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Model fit to lactose concentration data (AMW 700, 50% fermentation). (b) Model fit to protein concentration data (AMW 700, 
50% fermentation). (c) Model fit to lactate concentration data (AMW 700, 50% fermentation). (d) Model fit to cell mass concentration 

data (AMW 700, 50% fermentation). 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) A mathematical model which simulates the 
fermentation kinetics was developed. (2) A goodness 
of  fit test between the laboratory and simulated 
values for the fermentation kinetics, based on the Z 2 
distribution, shows that the model fits at a 99% 

confidence limit [4]. (3) The model is most sensitive 
to variation in #, Yg, LA/s and Ym,LA/S while variations 
in ~ ,  Ki, Kpr have little effect [4]. (4) The fermenta- 
tion kinetics appear to be a function of  hydrolyzate 
AMW. (5) The 'constants' of  the Leudeking-Piret 
model are not true constants; they vary during the 
course of a batch fermentation. 
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Table 1 

Fitted kinetic constants 

~rnax 

Yg, LA/S 

Ym, LA/S 
V 

Yx/pr 
K, 

Kp/ 

0.56/h 
0.75 g LA/g S 
0.99 g LA/g S 
8.0 g S/h.g cell 
2.0 g S/h.g cell 
1.0 g X/g PR 

20.0 g LA/1 
0.5 g S/1 
0.12 g PR/I 
0.01 g PR/1 

LLI 

n,- 5.oo0 

4.0OO 

fi ~ § 
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Fig. 3. Specific acid production rate vs. specific growth rate 
(AMW 700, 50% fermentation). 

Table 2 

Kinetic constants as a function of AMW 

Constant Value at AMW 700 Value at AMW 1000 

#max 0.56 0.64 
V 8.0 9.0 

2.0 3.5 
K~ 20 20 
Yg, LA/S 0.75 0.95 
Ym, LA/S 0.99 0.99 
gx/pr 1.0 1.15 
Ks' 0.5 0.5 
Kp~. 0.12 0.12 
Kp/ 0.01 0.01 

N O M E N C L A T U R E  

Ki = lactic acid inhibition constant  (g/l); Kpr 
= protein saturation constant during cell growth 
(g/l); /(or = protein saturation constant  during 
maintenance (g/l); ~ = lactose saturation constant 
(g/l); [LA] = lactic acid concentration (g/l); [PR] -- 
protein concentration (g/l); [S] = lactose concentra- 
tion (g/l); t = time (h); [X] = cell mass concentration 
(g/l); ~, fl = fermentation constants of  Leudeking 
and Piret; kt = specific growth rate (l/h); Yg, LA/S = 
acid yield during cell growth (g acid/g sugar); 
Ym, LA/S = acid yield during maintenance (g acid/g 
sugar); Yx/pr = yield (g cells/g protein); v = specific 
sugar use rate during cell growth (g sugar/h ,  g cell); 

= specific sugar use rate during maintenance (g 
sugar /h ,  cell). 
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